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TeachOn
Efficient classroom management
TeachOn is a product specifically designed for instructors, teachers and professors to allow them to
manage their individual classrooms. TeachOn is a tool that makes use of the best practices, ensuring
that the users follow a methodology that will help them to organise their work, get calculated information,
track and compare results; to identify particular questions or students needing reinforcement, increasing
the quality of the teaching process and learners results.

1 Define the Structure
TeachOn allows any institution to define a
structure to comply with requirements. Each
instructor will be able to generate grades /
levels, subjects, modules; and create classes
/ courses adapting the taxonomy to the current
one at the institution.

1 Design Exams
TeachOn allows instructors to compose
exams using new or existing items in the item
bank. Each instructor can define his own exams
and assign the required students to them.
TeachOn supports subjective items, multiple
choice items, paragraphs, tables, drawings,
fill in the blanks, images and graphs, among
other formats.

1 Create Items
TeachOn provides an item bank organised
according to the defined structure. Teachers
will be able to generate and interchange items
to be used later on, in an exam. TeachOn
employs best practices ensuring that the item
definition follows the minimum requirements
of item composition therefore providing
training and methodology to instructors to
maintain the quality of the generated material.

1 Print Copies for candidates
TeachOn allows you to print the exams for
the students on a standard laser printer using
plain paper and ink. Assign the candidates to
the exam, choose whether or not to identify
the printed copies according to the candidate
information and get the printed copies ready
for the required date and time.

Tracking student performance and managing classrooms has never been
easier!
Incorporate TeachOnTM in your institutions daily tasks and reduce administrative
tasks that may lead to errors, consuming valuable time and distracting resources
from core tasks.

TeachOn
1 Scan Responses
TeachOn has a scanning module that enables
you to scan in the students responses, using
an image scanner, to generate all the required
information to begin the marking process,
from the scanned exams. Instructors are able
to mark at any location, on their computers
with no risk of losing or damaging papers.

1 Get Reports
TeachOn has a reporting tool that analyses
the generated information and provides
statistical, performance and result reports.
The institution will easily identify a particular
students performance and even that of a
classroom and / or instructor. Teachers will
get valuable and accurate information to assist
them to make changes in the teaching process,
in order to maximise results.

1 Mark responses
TeachOn allows instructors to assign the
correct mark to student responses, generate
a final mark, performance and statistical
reports once the marking is completed.
TeachOn provides commonly used
annotations such as ticks and crosses. A digital
copy of the marked exam, can be provided to
the student.

1 Register attendance
TeachOn has an attendance register module
that can compare the decrease in performance
with the attendance records for a particular
classroom or student. This makes it possible
for the instructor to easily identify the origin
of the issue and take action to rectify it.

1 Export Information
TeachOn can export reports and results in
order to inform the institution or families of
a students progress and class room
performance.

TECHNOLOGY AND KNOWLEDGE APPLIED, CREATING INFORMATION THAT
LEADS YOUR PROCESS TO IMPROVEMENT
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